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Troubles
Jennifer Kea

#It s my first Tab/chords. I never found any Chords for this amazing song so I
got to 
work and listened it out. Hope that I can make other people happy who search for
chords 
for this song like i did. So enjoy and I m sorry for some faults.
The name of Jennifer Kae is wrong but ultimate-guitar only knows her with
Jennifer Kea, 
so I submit the Tab with this name#

Intro: Bm, G, Bm, G,...

A                 Em7
Let s run all the red lights
                    A
shoot out some tail lights
          G                  A
cover our faces and fake our I.D.
                  Em7
we re moving like shadows
                  A
go where the wind blows
              G
wreckless and foolish

take what we need

Bm           G
Where did it start
                 Bm
and when will it end
            G
A moment of calm

before it starts again

D                    A
Oh yeah, I m sensing trouble
             Em7
best run for cover
           G
until it s over
           D
and we are always
           A
getting in trouble
                   Em7



we re bad for each other
           G
but better together

A            Em7
Burn all our bridges
               A
ignore all the warnings
           G
rip up the pages form our history
A               Em7
I ll go where you go,
                   A
coz you know and I know
               G
better to burn out than fade away

Bm           G
Where did it start
                 Bm
and when will it end
             G
A moment of calm

before it starts again

D                    A
Oh yeah, I m sensing trouble
              Em7
best run for cover
           G
until it s over
           D
and we are always
           A
getting in trouble
                   Em7
we re bad for each other
    G
but better together

A           Bm
We might be wrong
            A
we might be right
                G
it s not set in stone
                    D A
not black or white
A           Bm
we might be strong
         A
put up a fight



         G
we don t belong
G                          D
all along you know there s trouble inside

D         A
Oh yeah, I m sensing trouble
             Em7
best run for cover
          G
but we re better together

Outro: G, Bm, G, Bm....


